Covid-19 Report
2020 and 2021

Message from the Founder
“Every Indian should have this awareness of taking take care of people of this country, the
people who need help, who are isolated, alienated from the mainstream society, whose
livelihood etc. is not in a desirable state.
So, the people of the country should take care of the people, even though the government is
trying, itself can’t do, people should help people. In the entire country, people living in different
remote places, they need to be protected, their health, everything is to be protected, for their
wellbeing.
The consumer if he is able to contribute, then that is called Subhiksha. Everybody is a
consumer. The consumer besides being just a consumer, is able to contribute more than what
he or she consumes, then there is Subhiksha and that is sustainability. People should be able
to sustain themselves and help others.

If we achieve Subhiksha, then we can help others too, we have no boundaries. For help, there
is no boundary. For seva, there is no boundary. But within the boundaries of this country, we
would like to see that the people help each other, that awareness is to be brought about.”

Excerpted from the Preamble of Bharata Desa Hitaya—AIM for Seva’s national
anthem, composed by Pujya Swami Dayananda Saraswati - Founder, AIM for Seva
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Message from the Chairperson
and Managing Trustee
Namaste.

With the pandemic continuing its onslaught and despite societal challenges and suffering across the
globe, many of us been able to reach out to the unreached in their time of crisis with timely relief
supplies.
Such is the power of seva that has been beautifully encapsulated by our Founder, Pujya Swami ji
himself. We are happy to share a brief presentation of our Covid-19 seva work that is ongoing since
the first national lockdown was announced in March 2020.
As Pujya Swami ji himself has expounded, ours is an All-India movement of seva and we hope to fulfill
his vision by always rising above the call of duty and continuously striving to help those in need.
Warm Regards,

Sheela Balaji
Chairperson and Managing Trustee
AIM for Seva
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Beneficiaries Impacted
The main beneficiaries include the following—


Chatralayam student and their families



Homeless people and those living on the footpaths



Alumni





Villagers from villages in close proximity to our
project locations

Sole surviving members of families who have lost their
loved ones due to Covid-19





Archakas (temple priests)
Frontline workers
Covid-19 patients





Caretakers of Covid-19 patients
Ghat pandits
Boatmen



Daily wage labourers



Non resident and guest workers



Poor, needy and downtrodden families



Sanitation workers
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Seva
2020
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Covid-19 has posed innumerable challenges to people
across the globe. For organisations like ours, it
provided an opportunity to continue serving the poor,
needy and vulnerable sections of society all over India.
During the summer of 2020, when migrant workers
trekked the long way back home, AIM for Seva
supporters helped them reach their destination in their
own small way. From erecting tents to providing food,
water and footwear, the field coordinators of AIM for
Seva turned into frontline seva warriors.
Vedanta students of Swami Aishvaryananda Saraswati
ji, the coordinator of our projects in Madhya Pradesh,
provided food, water, medicine and footwear to
migrants who were walking on the Mumbai-Agra
highway.
In addition, many of our Chatralayams across India
were at the forefront in providing Annadanam and relief
and grocery supplies to the poor, needy and migrant
labour force.
The coordinator and staff at the Swami Dayananda
AIM for Seva Chatralayam for Boys, Nagpur,
Maharashtra, came forward and donated grocery kits to
needy families in the surrounding areas. Each grocery
kit contained five kg each of rice and wheat flour, one
kg salt and one packet each of turmeric and chilli
powder.

The coordinator and staff of the GVKC AIM for Seva
Chatralayam for Boys, Vetapalem, Andhra Pradesh allowed
a local NGO (non governmental organisation) to use the
kitchen facilities at the Chatralayam premises for
Annadanam purposes.
The staff at the Swami Dayananda AIM for Seva
Chatralayam for Boys, Yadavaram, Telangana, fed food to
the poor and hungry people living in and around Yadavaram.

The Annadanam service that started at 11 am went on for
four hours every day with close to 300 people from the
neighbouring areas partaking in the meal every afternoon.
Similarly, members of a prominent organization came
forward and donated groceries to the staff at the Swami
Dayananda AIM for Seva Chatralayam for Girls, Belgaum,
Karnataka. The coordinator and staff at the Belgaum
Chatralayam in turn joined hands with the local government
officials and distributed groceries to needy families in the
area.
A group of AIM for Seva volunteers distributed grocery kits to
200 slum families residing near Tiruvottiyur, Chennai. Many
members from these families are casual labourers working
in the nearby steel mills and at the Koyambedu fruit and
vegetable market.
As part of Covid-19 related relief and support, the warden at
the Dayasagar AIM for Seva Chatralayam for Boys, Palani,
Tamil, Nadu organised meals and distributed food for elderly
and poor people living around the area.

On the occasion of Founder’s Day (15th August
2020), the coordinator and students at the
Emirates AIM for Seva Chatralayam, Dharmapuri,
Tamil Nadu, distributed food packets, bed sheets
and Kabasura Kudineer (a native herbal
concoction) to 100 senior citizens and Swachh
Bharat sanitation workers. In addition, 500 masks
and food packets were distributed to the people in
the vicinity of the Chatralayam.
Youth leadership came to fore against the
backdrop of the pandemic. A number of student
volunteers from the Swami Dayananda College of
Arts & Science, Manjakkudi, Tamil Nadu, were
deeply involved in social work during this period.
In east India, the boys and coordinator from the
Dayasagar AIM for Seva Chatralayam for Boys,
Kalahandi, Odisha, teamed up with Sri. Chaitanya
Sanskrutika Anustan, Malgaon, Kalahandi,
Odisha, and distributed relief supplies to the poor
and needy in the adjoining areas.

The Sadhu and Seva coordinators from the
Swami Dayananda Ashram, Rishikesh,
Uttarakhand, and the Arsha Vidya Gurukulam,
Anaikatti, Tamil Nadu, internalised ‘Seva Parmo
Dharma,’ in true spirit and form. Both are affiliated
organisations’ of AIM for Seva.
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Seva Overview
2021
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Ongoing Seva
2021
The second wave is deadlier and our seva efforts got intensified.
In this report, we have presented Covid-19 related seva work,
region wise during the current year.
“The difference between the first and second wave is that today, a lot of people are in
their homes and there is less migration. So, we should not think how much service one
can do. Even helping one person in need is the best help.”
- Swami Sthairyananda Saraswati ji
Coordinator of AIM for Seva’s projects in Andhra Pradesh
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Andhra Pradesh
Daily Annadanam service is continuing at Anantpur, Andhra
Pradesh, under the guidance of Swami Sthairyananda
Saraswati ji. The scope of Annadanam has been extended to
include breakfast. The volunteers are also distributing food to
care givers outside a Covid specialty hospital in the region. The
food is being packaged at the Swami Dayananda AIM for Seva
Chatralayam for Boys, Anantpur, Andhra Pradesh.

At Baptla, Swami ji and his team are providing freshly cooked
home meals to those who are in Covid-19 isolation.
Covid-19 vaccination programme has commenced at the
Kamalapuram Chatralayam premises. Local committee
members are involved in the supervisory arrangements along
with government officials from the area.
Andhra Pradesh AIM for Seva team has joined hands with RSS
and is helping to perform last rites for people who have passed
away due to Corona in Gudur.
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AIM Seva Impact

Area Covered: Kamalapuram
Seva: Chatralayam premises has been offered for Covid-19 vaccination
Started On:26th May 2021
Reach: Approximately 200-250 people are getting vaccinated everyday
based on vaccine availability. People from 10 neighbouring villages will
benefit from this programme

Area Covered: Anantpur
Seva: Cooked food distribution
Started On: 19th May 2021 and ongoing
Reach: Approximately 130 people everyday
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Gujarat
Under the supervision of Swamini
Spashtatmananda Saraswati ji,
AIM for Seva sadhaks have hired a
three-wheeler and are engaged in
door-to-door distribution of
essentials in slum areas.
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AIM Seva Impact
Areas Covered: Godhra and

neighboring areas, Ankleshwar,
Bamroli, Baharpura, Prabha
Colony and Patthar Talavadi
Seva: Grocery kit distribution
Started On: 11th May 2021 and
ongoing
Reach: 101 families as on date.
Beneficiaries include the poor and
needy families and daily wage
labourers
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Himachal Pradesh
At Solan, our alumni are cooking and
providing piping hot food to other needy
children regularly under the guidance of
Acharya Nawneet ji.
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AIM Seva Impact

Area Covered: Solan

Seva: Cooked meal distribution by alumni of
AIM for Seva
Started On: 21st April 2021
Reach: Around 150 meals served as on
date. Beneficiaries include alumni of AIM for
Seva and students who got stuck in Solan
during the lockdown period
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Karnataka
The coordinator of AIM for Seva’s project in Belgaum is reaching out
to archakas (temple priests) with essentials. Their income has been
impacted due to lockdown and rules relating to congregation in
religious places.

At Tondikatti, Karnataka, Covid immunity booster is being distributed
to people residing in 17 villages surrounding the Chatralayam.
This door-to-door campaign is continuing. Similar, relief work is
happening at Kanasageri also. The coordinator and sevaks in
Yelahanka are doing Annadanam service.
The coordinator of the Udupi Chatralayam is distributing provision
kits comprising rice, dal and vegetables to the student families.

With the help of local supporters, the coordinator of the Rangrao N
Jadhav AIM for Seva Chatralayam for Girls, Bidar, Karnataka,
is extending grocery support on a daily basis to families impacted
by the lockdown from the surrounding villages.
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AIM Seva Impact

Area Covered: Belgaum
Seva: Grocery kit distribution
Started On: 8th May 2021 and ongoing
Reach : Around 25 families every week. Beneficiaries include
poor people, archakas (temple priests) and frontline workers

Areas Covered: Bidar and surrounding villages, Halgorta,
Warwatti, Ucha, Morambi, Kontegaon, Rachappagondgaon
Gorta and Honnali

Seva: Grocery kit distribution
Started On: 28th May 2021 and ongoing
Reach: 25 kits have been delivered as on date. Beneficiaries
include poor and needy families from the region
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Area Covered: Tondikatti

Seva: Grocery kit distribution
Started On: 8th May 2021 and ongoing
Reach: Around 25 families every week.
Beneficiaries include the poor and needy people

Areas Covered: Tondikatti and surrounding villages, Kanasageri, Hoskote, Dadanatti,
Hosakoti, Guttigoli, Mallapur, Kempandi, Kullur, Beedaki, Panchagaon, Udapudi,
Bijaguppi, Hulkund, Hadaginal, Kalarakoppa and Kalliguddi
Seva: Homeopathic immunity booster distribution
Started On: 16th May 2021 and ongoing
Reach: 17 villages covering 45,000 people
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Area Covered: Udupi
Seva: Grocery and financial
support
Reach: Few families of our
Chatralayam students

Financial support totaling Rs.
35,000 has also been extended to
one of the families

Area Covered: Kanasageri

Area Covered: Yelahanka

Seva: Grocery kit distribution

Seva: Cooked meal distribution and
financial support

Started On: 8th May 2021 and ongoing
Reach: Around 25 families every week.
Beneficiaries include poor people

Reach: Children from poor families

Financial support totaling Rs. 5,000
has been extended to a yoga master
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Kerala
The coordinator and staff at the Palakkad
Chatralayam are distributing food packets on a
daily basis. They are also supplying fruits and
vegetables from the Chatralayam’s kitchen
garden to those in need every day.
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AIM Seva Impact
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Maharashtra
Under the supervision of Swami Chitprakashananda Saraswati
ji, volunteers attached to the Swami Dayananda AIM for Seva
Chatralayam for Boys, Chikhali, Maharashtra, are extending
grocery support on a continuous basis to families from
surrounding areas whose livelihood has been impacted due to
the lockdown.
Similarly, under the guidance of Swami Vishnuswaroopananda
Saraswati ji, the team from Nagpur continue their seva work by
providing groceries to those living on the footpaths. Grocery kits
have also been given to 51 archakas (priests) who have
suffered a loss of income due to the lockdown.
Grocery kits have also been provided to women who have lost
their families due to Covid-19.
At Maval, the field staff guided by the coordinator at the Maval
Chatralayam are providing complete groceries regularly to
many labourers living nearby daily.
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AIM Seva Impact
Area Covered: Chikhali

Seva: Grocery kit distribution
Started On: 8th May 2021 and ongoing
Reach: Around 25 families every week. Beneficiaries include the
poor and needy

Area Covered: Nagpur and surrounding villages,
Bhilgaon,
Pawangaon, Rana and other villages located nearby
Seva: Grocery kit distribution
Started On: 14th May 2021 and ongoing
Reach: 200 families every week. Beneficiaries include the
poor, homeless, platform dwellers and archakas
(temple priests)
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Area Covered: Maval
Seva: Grocery kit distribution
Started On: 8th May 2021 and ongoing
Reach: Around 25 families every week.
Beneficiaries include the poor and nonresident workers
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Madhya Pradesh
Under the guidance of Swami Aishvaryananda
Saraswati ji, the coordinator of AIM for Seva’s projects in
Madhya Pradesh, sevaks in Indore are reaching out to
people on the footpaths and other poor and needy
people with power packed essentials daily.

Each pack contains freshly cooked food, water bottles,
biscuits, energy drinks and a pair of masks. Till date,
over 21,000 people have been reached through the
Annadanam service. The volunteers are reaching out to
people at Ring Road, AB Road, Bombay Hospital Chowk
etc.
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AIM Seva Impact
Area Covered: Indore and 25 km radius surrounding
the city
Seva: Cooked meals distribution, financial support
towards medical expenses
Started On: 25th April 2021 with meal distribution and
ongoing
Reach: More than 500 people every day.
This includes caretakers of Covid-19 patients at

Gurjar Hospital, MY Hospital, Vishesh Hospital,
Super Speciality Hospital (Chhatribagh), homeless
and road dwellers Financial support extended to few
families – to the tune of Rs. 30,000 / Rs. 50,000 /
Rs. 70,000 / Rs. 1 lakh
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Tamil Nadu
Swamini Visvapriyananda Saraswati ji, the coordinator of our projects in
Dharmapuri, is personally involved in the making and distribution of Kabasura
Kudineer, an indigenous herbal concoction which acts as an immunity booster
against Covid-19. Along with her team of volunteers, Swamini Visvapriyananda
Saraswati ji is giving to villagers residing in over 11 villages surrounding
Dharmapuri regularly.
Under the supervision of Swamini Suddhavidyananda Saraswati ji, the
coordinator of the Bhavani Arun AIM for Seva Chatralayam for Girls
Chinnasalem, Tamil Nadu, Annadanam service is being conducted at
Virudachalam nearby. Pavement dwellers and frontline workers from
Chinnasalem Muncipality have been the biggest beneficiary under this scheme.
The Chinnasalem volunteer teams is distributing food packets to the homeless
residing near a temple.
Bearing Covid-19 protocols in mind, masks and sanitisers have been distributed
to 100 patients being currently treated for Covid-19 at the Industrial Training
Institute, Chinnasalem.
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AIM Seva Impact

Area Covered: Chinnasalem and surrounding areas
Seva: Distribution of grocery kits, food packets, immunity booster (Kabasura
Kudineer), face masks and sanitisers

Started On: 22nd May 2021 and ongoing
Reach: 1800 (700 people have been provided with cooked food while 1,000
people have been provided with Kabasura Kudineer. The remaining 100 people
have been provided with masks and sanitisers. Beneficiaries include
Chatralayam students families, frontline workers, sanitation workers, police force,
needy, homeless and Covid-19 patients

Area Covered: Dharmapuri and neighbouring villages,
Karagur, Mustigarahalli, Kanasalbail, Sokkankottai,
Amallapuram, M. Shettihalli, Seerianahalli,
Sikkathoranapettam, Samanur, Marandahalli, Chettipatti,
Kovilpatti
Seva: Distribution of immunity booster (Kabasura Kudineer)
Started On: 20th May 2021 and ongoing
Reach : 6,700 people
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Telangana
Our project coordinators in Telangana are
continuously reaching out to the downtrodden
and those in need with grocery supplies.
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AIM Seva Impact
Areas Covered: Kallur and surrounding villages, VM Banjar, Tekulapalli, Tallapenta,
Bathulapalli, Lokavaram, Lingannapeta, Lingala, Erbanapalli, Raghunadha Banjara,
Mattapalli, East Lokavaram, Uppalachilaka and Kanalakshmipuram
Seva: Grocery kit distribution
Started On: 20th May 2021 and ongoing
Reach: 23 kits have been offered as on date. Beneficiaries include families of our
students and other needy families from the surrounding areas

Areas Covered: Alwal and Machabollaram village
Seva: Grocery kit distribution

Started On: 23rd May 2021 and ongoing
Reach: 30 kits have been offered as on date.
Beneficiaries include needy families
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Uttar Pradesh
Relief work continues across Dighawat and Varanasi
under the tagline, AIM for Seva—Ek Kadam Aage
(AIM for Seva—One Step Ahead). Region
coordinator, Swami Shraddhananda Saraswati ji, is
personally supervising seva efforts in the region.
Some of the people who got the relief packs have
lost their jobs due to the pandemic. For instance, a
majority of the population in Sonbhadra, are daily
wage earners who returned from metros such as
Mumbai and Delhi during the lockdown.
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AIM Seva Impact
AIM SEVA IMPACT
Areas Covered: Varanasi, Dighawat, Madhiyan,
Mirzapur and Jaunpur

Seva: Grocery kit and immunity booster pack
distribution

Started On: 4th May 2021 and ongoing
Reach: 475 families (inclusive of our Chatralayam
students and their families, teachers, local
villagers, Ghat pandits and boatmen in Varanasi)
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External
Validation of
Work Done by
Our Sevaks
We are happy to share that
AIM for Seva’s ongoing seva
work continues to receive good
publicity across regional
publications in Andhra Pradesh,
Madhya Pradesh and Karnataka.
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HOW CAN YOU HELP WITH
OUR ONGOING SEVA WORK

A typical AIM for Seva grocery pack
comprises the following items:

Our coordinators across India are supplying relief items
and grocery packs to the needy, poor and deprived

Salt

sections. Nutrition, immunity and hygiene are included
in these grocery kits. They provide the essential staples
for homes in these tough times, ensuring people need
not have to step out, and families at least can have two
nutritious meals everyday.

Grocery kit worth Rs. 2000 for bigger families
Grocery kit worth Rs. 1000 for smaller families
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Administrative Office:
Srinidhi Apartments, No. 4, Desika Road, Mylapore, Chennai - 600 004, Tamil Nadu
Phone: +91 44 2498 7955/66 | Mobile: +91 95000 60153
Email: contact@aimforseva.in | www.aimforseva.in

